Since the addition of the new angler award categories, Georgia anglers have been trying hard to catch that prize-winning fish. Some of them succeeded but all are winners because they chose to Go Fish Georgia! This year we want to take some time and tell you more about the Trophy Largemouth Bass Category.

Categories and incentives for the Trophy Bass Category will be:

- 10–12.99 lb on private or public water in Georgia:
  - Certificate
  - T-shirt and hat
  - Entry in a drawing for an end of year reward package
  - Photo published on WRD Social Media
  - Two passes to the Go Fish Education Center

- Bass equal to or greater than 13 lb on private or public water in Georgia:
  - Same as above, plus replica mount of the fish

Don't Miss Your Opportunity to Win an Award!

Full program details are available at any Fisheries office as well as GoFishGeorgia.com/fishing/anglerawards.

What a Catch!

Angler Cindy Horne nabbed this 13.42 lb largemouth bass from Tired Creek Reservoir in Grady County. Her catch became the first eligible largemouth from region 3 to qualify for the Trophy Bass Angler Award. As part of the program, Cindy will receive a replica mount of her catch.